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Executive
buyers state
that only 20% of sales
people with whom they
meet achieve their
expectations and
create value.

THE TRUST ASSESSMENT
-Amy Cuddy

* What are this person’s
intentions towards me?
* Is he or she capable of
acting on those
intentions?

Problem Avoided

-FORRESTER
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Can I justify this?

Experience

Improvement

Ongoing Support

How do I feel about it?

As Promised

Will this help or harm me?
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YOUR ADVOCACY ASSESSMENT
This short assessment is designed to help you analyze the factors that contribute to advocacy in
your business. Answer from one to five and tally your score on the next page.

How well do your employees articulate your company values?
(Not so great)

1 2 3 4 5 (Amazing!)

How strong are the relationships between your customers and your sales people?
(What relationship?) 1 2 3 4 5 (They become part of the family)
How well do your employees articulate your company story?
(What story?) 1 2 3 4 5 (We train on this constantly)
How is your company viewed in your industry?
(Relatively unknown) 1 2 3 4 5 (We are known as the industry standard)
Rate the level of industry expertise on your sales and marketing teams?
(They are learning) 1 2 3 4 5 (Rockstar)
How easily do your prospects grasp the value of your product?
(We really have to work at this) 1 2 3 4 5 (We often get told our product is too cheap)
How happy are you with your level of discounting?
(We are giving away so much) 1 2 3 4 5 (People gladly pay us our full price)
How excited are your customers to get started?
(We get some buyer remorse) 1 2 3 4 5 (People can’t wait to get rolling)
How is the relationship between your implementation team and your sales team?
(Constant battle of what was promised vs. what we can do) 1 2 3 4 5 (The amazing synergy)
How satisfied are you with the the amount of customer referrals you receive?
(What referrals?) 1 2 3 4 5 (We can hardly keep up!)

Your Score __________ / 50 Points Possible

WHAT DOES MY SCORE MEAN?

The interpretation of your results varies by company and by the areas where you see a
variance in your scores.
In our experience, low scores in the first two sections (Personal Trust and Professional Trust)
may manifest in the following ways:
●
●
		
●

Low closing percentages on the sales team
Small one-time product purchases, rather than repeated business or package
offerings
High cancellation rates

If you have low scores in the second two areas (Value and Experience), you may experience
some of the following:
●
●
●

High levels of discounting
Low customer satisfaction scores
Dissention between sales and operation/customer service teams

To become an organization that sees consistent growth from advocacy, you must address
each of the four areas listed in this infographic in your sales, marketing, and customer service
processes.
At RightMind, we have created a step by step process for turning your prospects into
advocates. Our methodology employs the science behind human decision-making and
healthy relationships to develop a communication strategy that not only “feels right” but
propels your business growth.

Learn More About Our
Advocacy Program
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